How to Propose an Organised Panel at AAS in ASIA Conference
Agenda

1. What is an Organized Panel?
2. Who can be part of a Panel?
3. How to Write a Panel Proposal?
What is an Organized Panel?

A Panel is organized under a theme that is related to the overall theme of the conference and has 3-5 participants presenting papers and performing certain roles.
Who can be Part of a Panel?

Researchers who are predominantly working in the area of Asian Studies and are of diverse backgrounds who can contribute to the panel theme.

- Researchers who are connected to you and are working on the similar theme or can propose a paper that suits your panel theme.
- If you have a theme in mind but do not have any panelists, then you can give a call on AAS in Asia website. Check out the community forum. Link is available on Call for Proposals page.
- A call can also be informally given at the University your affiliated to or closed forums or groups on social media that you may be a member of.
How to Write a Panel Proposal

Take a decision about roles
Panel members can play multiple roles in the panel. So your chair can also present a paper. But it has to be pre-decided.

Put together a title
The title of your panel should reflect your theme and must be self-explanatory.

Write a Theme Abstract
A theme abstract may consist of information about the theme, what to expect from the panel and what could be its highlights.

Collect Relevant Information
such as discipline, time period, information about presenters, sponsors etc.

Create a folder
Create a folder on your computer and keep all the abstracts and information together.

Submit your proposal
Thoroughly refer to Organized Panel Submission Step-by-Step Instructions before you hit the submit button.
Thanks
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